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Meeting Note 
 

Our ref 30117/NT/CC 

Date 22 October 2014 

Present Tom French (Cornwall Councillor); Douglas Scrafton (Cornwall Councillor); 

June Anderson (St Blaize Town Council); Michael Sheehan (Carlyon Parish 

Council); David Halton (SABEF); Mike Stanford (Chamber of Commerce – 

standing in for Richard Austin); Paul Banks (Cornwall Council); Jacky Swain 

(CEG) James Shimwell (AHL); Phil Shears (Squire & Partners) David Porter 

(DJCPM); Michelle Sammons, Nicholas Thompson (NLP) and Clare Catherall 

(NLP). 

Apologies Caron Johnson (Eden Project); David Poole (St. Austell Town Council) 

Venue Carlyon Bay Information Centre   

Circulation All present and absent CLG members 

Enclosures Summary of exhibition feedback graphs and recent planning applications table 

 

Subject  CLG Note of Meeting  

   

1.0 Introductions 

2.0 Exhibition Update 

2.1 CC highlighted the key points from the recent public exhibitions: 

1 The July exhibition focused on the Crinnis proposals, whilst the 

September event focused on Shorthorn and Polgaver. 

2 Both events were open to members of the public for two days at the 

Information Centre and were well attended, approximately 350 and 250 

people respectively. 

3 The headline results from the questionnaires completed at both events 

were very positive, with approximately 83% of people supporting the 

scheme. 

4 The main comment received was that people would like the development 

to start ASAP. Amongst other things, there were some concerns relating 

to construction impacts and maintaining access to the beach. 

2.2 DB queried whether there were any other questionnaire questions which did 

not have such favourable results. In response, NT confirmed that this was not 

the case and all results were presented (see enclosures). NT highlighted that 

the questionnaires were kept deliberately short with the questions focused on 

design, given the nature of the reserved matters submission. There was the 

opportunity for people to provide more details in the comments section if 
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required. PS confirmed that the design team has closely reviewed all the 

feedback received and as a result they have considered various opportunities 

to improve the proposals. 

2.3 In response to TF’s query on the numbers and atmosphere at the events, NT 

confirmed that there was a steady flow of people (with many people staying 

some time, especially at the first exhibition) which was much higher than other 

similar exhibitions he has worked on.  The results also show that there were 

‘new’ visitors to exhibition 2, so overall, a good number of people visited. At the 

second exhibition the Crinnis boards were also available to view. Overall, the 

atmosphere was generally very positive.  

2.4 DS noted that he did not expect many opponents would have turned up given 

the stage at which the project is at. JS confirmed that there were some 

objectors who did attend, many who were fixed in their opinions and unlikely to 

change their views.  

3.0 Shorthorn Update 

3.1 PS provide a summary on the design work undertaken on Shorthorn following 

the exhibition. He noted the following key areas for the design team to address 

as a result: 

1 Design quality 

2 Green spaces 

3 Cornish details 

4 Access 

3.2 PS noted that the exhibition had provided the design team with confidence they 

were moving in the right direction and they were seeking to ensure a robust 

design. Regular meetings with the team’s landscape architects are being held. 

These include discussions on how more Cornish design elements can be 

incorporated in to the scheme through the use of materials and other 

landscape elements such as the hedgerow design. 

3.3 Further work to address access issues, and in particular, wheelchair access 

and ensuring the central access road is kept free from cars has been 

undertaken. A continuous boardwalk to link Shorthorn and Polgaver is also 

now proposed and appropriate facilities for Polgaver have been considered.  

This will include a driftwood playground for children and picnic area. 

3.4 JSh noted that overall there has not been significant change to the design of 

the scheme but rather a refinement to ensure amongst other things that the 

landscaping details align with the building design. It was confirmed that the 

landscape architects are intending to be at the next CLG meeting. 

3.5 DP provided an update on the Sandy River landscape and habitat creation 

scheme which is being prepared.  It was noted that this is envisaged to be a 
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usable public space with the addition of a weir to ensure it has water in it at all 

times.  

3.6 DS noted that the ‘Friends of Par Beach’ would be worthwhile contacting as the 

local group has experience in natural habitat creation in the local area, which 

may be of use. 

Action JSh/PS to discuss with landscape architects/ecologist and ensure contact is 
made. 

3.7 DS/JA noted that the main feedback they have received, likewise to the public 

exhibition, is to “get going as soon as possible”. 

3.8 TF noted that when receiving questions from members of the public in relation 

to flooding issues, he considered the best response is to note that it is a 

technical matter which he is not qualified to answer sufficiently. DP noted that 

work is ongoing with the Environment Agency to ensure they it is satisfied with 

the proposals and the scheme must comply with design requirements set out in 

the Flood Risk Assessment. This will be demonstrated as part of the 

forthcoming reserved matters submission, including a ‘non-technical’ summary. 

4.0 Planning Process for Reserved Matters 

4.1 NT provided a summary of the timetable for the forthcoming reserved matters 

submission, including the target mid-November submission. 

4.2 It was explained that there will be a significant amount of design information, 

including a set of plans to demonstrate how the development fits with the 

parameter plans approved as part of the 2011 permission.   

4.3 Approval of the reserved matters will trigger a number of implementation 

processes and therefore, resolution of the application in January 2015 would 

be ideal in order to ensure the Coliseum can be demolished as soon as 

possible. It was subsequently discussed whether a January determination date 

would be achievable, especially in the event that the application is called in by 

the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC). 

4.4 PB explained that as a reserved matters application, under delegated powers, 

it would not necessarily be taken to the SPC. However this would be a matter 

for senior officers to decide and his expectation is that it will end up at SPC. In 

addition, he noted that Cornwall Councillors could also make the request to call 

in the application. TF suggested that it may be easier to call it in from the 

beginning to avoid any inevitable delays if it happened at a later date. 

4.5 On MS’s suggestion there was some discussion on how to present the 

reserved matters information in a straight forward way to help people 

understand the proposals. It was agreed that a few key visualisations/artists 

impressions to demonstrate how the development will look and a key diagram 

to show which part of the development they relate to would be helpful. MS also 

suggested the summary material could be presented to the various local parish 
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committee meetings by the respective members of the CLG.  If required, there 

would then be the opportunity to come back to CEG with any further queries. 

Action Squires/P&I to consider presentation of visualisations and key diagrams to explain 
their positions. 

Action CC/NT to consider presentation of information in the reserved matters application 
and the provision of summary booklet and potential to provide MS with material 
before the CBPC meeting in late November 2014. 

5.0 Site Activity Leading to the Demolition of the Coliseum 

5.1 DP provided an update on the latest enabling works which are being 

undertaken on the site: 

1 Work by a landscape contractor has started recently on clearing 

vegetation on Crinnis and Shorthorn.  An Ecologist is supervising the 

work. In January a similar exercise will be undertaken on Polgaver. 

2 Recent surveys have identified that bats are roosting in the Coliseum.  As 

a result, a licence for the demolition is required from Natural England. It 

is expected Natural England will require mitigation in the form of a Bat 

House and as such a separate planning application has been made to 

Cornwall Council for this structure. 

3 Subject to the reserved matters approval and the bat licence, the 

demolition of the Coliseum will commence in late February/early March 

2015. 

4 The public right of way next to the Coliseum will need to be diverted 

during the demolition period and then reinstated. 

5 The Crinnis part of the site would then be cleared for public use, whilst 

construction begins on Shorthorn.  Initial ideas being considered by CEG 

include a pop-up cinema, watersports and other pop-up restaurants. 

6.0 AOB 

6.1 In response to a query from JA, it was confirmed that the steps at the far end of 

Polgaver are intended to form part of the reserved matters submission. 

6.2 MS noted there is an ongoing concern about traffic impacts. DP highlighted 

that the Section 106 agreement sets out requirements which CEG must comply 

with in relation to construction travel. Furthermore, a Construction and 

Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has also recently been submitted to 

the Council, which explains how construction impacts will be addressed. TF 

noted that it was important to pre-empt any objections and it is helpful to have 

information ready to alleviate concerns. 

6.3 NT provided a summary of other recent planning applications which have been 

submitted to Cornwall Council (see enclosure). 
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6.4 DS noted there was no need to play down the recent applications as they are 

positive evidence that work on the site is progressing.  NT noted that a major 

marking point will be the submission of the reserved matters application. 

7.0 Date of Next Meeting 

7.1 JS confirmed that she is looking at dates within the first two weeks of 

November.  This will give the CLG the opportunity to preview the final 

proposals immediately prior to reserved matters submission. 

Action JS to confirm meeting date. 
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Carlyon Bay – Recent Planning Applications (22 October 2014) 

 
LPA Application ref Description of Development Date of Submission 

PA14/08392 Non material amendment to PA11/01331 for repositioning gate in secondary sea 
defence wall and associated works to approved sea wall. 

29.08.14 

PA14/08252 Submission of details to discharge conditions 3 (Archaeology) and 4 
(Contamination) in relation to decision notice PA11/01331 dated 05.12.2011 

29.08.14 

PA14/09394 

 

Submission of details to discharge conditions 5 and 19 (construction environmental 
management plan) in respect of decision PA11/01331 

2.10.14 

PA14/09399 

 

Minor works to improve access arrangements including new retaining walls, fence 
and gate associated incidental alterations to site levels and realignment of existing 
debris fence 

2.10.14 

PA14/09448 

 

Prior notification for the demolition of coliseum and adjoining buildings 2.10.14 

PA14/09617 

 

Non material amendment - amendment to conditions 17 and 40 to PA11/01331 2.10.14 

PA14/09637 Erection of bat house structure 

 

9.10.14 

 



Yes

54%

No

46%

Did you visit our exhibition in July, where we 

explained our proposals for Crinnis? 

Yes

95%

No 

5%

Before visiting the exhibition were you aware 

of the redevelopment plans for the Carlyon 

Bay site that were granted planning 

permission in 2011?

Yes

58%

No

5%

Don't Know

37%

Do you agree that the emerging proposals for 
Shorthorn are in accordance with the design 

principles (exhibition board 3) which were agreed 
as part of the outline planning permission in 

2011?

Yes

83%

No

10%

Don't Know

7%

Do you like the design of the proposed layout 

of Shorthorn? 

Yes

85%

No

5%
Don't Know

10%

Do you like the proposed buildings on 

Shorthorn? If not, why not?

Yes

95%

No

5%

Do you like the landscape proposals?

Yes

90%

No 

5%

Don't Know

5%

Do you like the proposals for Polgaver?

Yes

95%

No

3%

Don't Know

2%

Have you found this exhibition helpful?
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Yes

91%

No

9%

Before visiting the exhibition were you aware of the 

redevelopment plans for the Carlyon Bay site that were 

granted planning permission in 2011?

Yes

74%

No

2%

Don’t Know

24%

Do you agree that the emerging proposals for Crinnis 

are in accordance with the design principles (exhibition 

board 3) which were agreed as part of the outline 

planning permission in 2011?

Yes

83%

No

12%

Don’t Know

5%

Do you like the proposed layout of Crinnis?

Yes

82%

No

10%

Don’t Know

8%

Do you like the buildings on Crinnis? 

Yes

91%

No

6%

Don’t Know

3%

Have you found this exhibition helpful?

0 5 10 15 20

Unhappy with delays

Provide water sports facilities

Access to beach and other facilities

Construction impacts

Start A.S.A.P

Supportive of the scheme

Suggestion of facilities to include

Encouraging coliseum and site

clearance

Architectural style/design comments

Do you have any additional comments that you would 

like to raise about the proposals you have seen today?

Number of Occurrences (where greater than 5)


